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Programming/ Setup
◆ Remove protective boot, unscrew battery compartment cover. Place 3 x "AA" batteries in rear & set internal 
adjustments (Toe, Volume, Delay, Transmitter Channel)Replace battery cover & protective boot.
◆ Connect a corded sensor device (Sensor Pad or Floor Mat) in socket located at bottom of monitor - run 
cable through strain relief recess.
◆ Testing - apply pressure to sensor pad or step on floor mat. After 2 beeps release pressure & reset 
monitor using the reset button on the front 

◆ Programming a Pager to the TL-2016.
◆ Insert just 2 of the 3 batteries in the rear of the monitor TL-2016. Locate the call and reset buttons on the 
monitors front.Insert the third AA battery and immediately push and hold cal;l and reset at the same time until 
you hear two beeps. Call button should light up blue to indicate programming mode (If you hear the alarm tone 
the monitor is not in programming mode & you will need to try again.)
◆ Next step is to programme the required room number which is a 2 digit number.(If you want the monitor 
to be designated to room 1 you will programme it as 01). If you have one monitor only and don't have multiple 
rooms to connect to the pager, simply programme this is 01.
◆ Next turn the numbered dial located inside the battery compartment to the first digit of the room number, 
(in the above example it would be 0), press the call button on front of monitor once and it will beep once. Then 
turn the dial to the second digit of the room number (in our example 1) Press the call button once, it will beep 
once.
◆ This next step is for the bed number which is also a two digit number. If you don't need a bed number 
programmed, program as 00. As before turn the dial to the first digit of the bed number, press the call button 
once, monitor will beep twice. Then turn the dial to the second digit of the bed number, press the call button 
once, monitor will beep twice.
◆ Now the area should be programmed. This will always be a single digit.(if there are no defined areas you 
want to programme this should be set at 1) If you have several wings with duplicate room numbers you can 
number the wings as areas for example. Turn the dial to the area numbe, press the call button once, monitor 
will beep three times.
◆ Lastly add the pager itself to the programming. This is a single digit and will always be set to number 2. 
Turn the dial to 2 and press call button once. Monitor will beep 5 times.
◆ After you have stepped through this sequence the blue light on the front of the monitor will go out to 
indicate programming is complete and succesfull.
Notes
◆ For use with one corded bed pad, chair pad, or floor mat.
◆ The TL-2016 uses corded sensors. Wirelss refers to the wireless signal sent to an optional pager or 
Central Monitoring Unit. ◆ Volume dial, tone setting, delay setting & frequency adjustment inside battery 
case at rear of monitor
◆ Reset switch on fronof monitor - "Reset Switch On" means the reset button on front of monitor is active. 
"Reset Switch Off" means Caregiver Key point at front of monitor is active, and reset button on front is inactive.
◆ When programming a floor mat, start with the floor mat off, then switch on to programme into monitor 
(Equivalent to placing pressure on the bed/chair pads)
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